This paper aims at developing a computationally inexpensive method to investigate the premixed flame instabilities. The kinematic G-equation is combined with a two-dimensional discrete vortex method, and the conformal mapping is applied to make calculations for complicated geometries more efficiently. The vortex dynamics and flame response to harmonic velocity forcing of an anchored ducted V-flame are investigated, and the effects of harmonic forcing, Reynolds number, and bluff body geometry are examined. Results show that the vortex structures, flow instability, and flame response are closely coupled with each other. The unsteady vortex structures generate instabilities at the flame base, and the convection of the flame wrinkles then influences the flame dynamics downstream. The flame heat release fluctuates with larger amplitude under low-frequency forcings, while the phase of the flame transfer function is quasi-linear with increasing forcing frequency. Both higher inflow velocity and sharper bluff body corners can result in more unsteady large-scale vortex structures and hence influence the flame responses.
Introduction
Combustion instability is a vital issue in premixed combustion systems. 1, 2 The Rayleigh criterion states that the combustion instability occurs when the pressure and heat-release rate oscillations are relatively inphase to form a positive feedback. Some intermediary coupling mechanisms excited by acoustic pressure oscillations dominate the flame and the heat-release oscillations. 3 These coupling mechanisms can be categorized as pressure coupling, velocity coupling, mixture coupling, and entropy coupling. In this paper, we focus on the velocity coupling to study the response of the heat-release fluctuations to velocity fluctuations. The velocity fluctuations can either be directly induced by harmonic acoustic field or due to the vortical disturbances that are excited by the hydrodynamic instabilities at boundaries or shear layers. These velocity fluctuations can combine to affect the hydrodynamic instabilities and the flame dynamics, especially when the harmonic velocity forcing exists.
The effect of harmonic velocity forcing on flame dynamics has been investigated to obtain the flame transfer function describing the response of flame heat release to velocity fluctuations. Ducruix et al. 4 measured the global spontaneous emission of CH* radicals to calculate the transfer function of a laminar premixed conical flame. They found that the flame heat-release response is confined to low-frequency excitation. Balachandran et al. 5 experimentally investigated acoustically forced premixed turbulent bluff-body stabilized flames. The results show that the heat release response became nonlinear when the inlet velocity fluctuation exceeds 15% of the bulk velocity. Durox et al. 6 measured the flame transfer functions for conical flame, V-flame, M-flame, and a collection of small conical flames (CSCFs). They reported that the flame response notably depends on the steady-state configuration. Experiments showed that the flame dynamics is strongly coupled to the evolution of vortex structures especially for bluff body stabilized flames. 7, 8 Side-wall confinement 7, 9 and wall-temperature effects 10 can also influence dynamics of the flame tip, flame wrinkling, and hence the flame response to harmonic forcings.
In theoretical studies, Dowling 11 analytically solved the kinematic G-equation and obtained the flame transfer function of a premixed ducted V-flame by assuming a uniform axial velocity forcing. Schuller et al. 12 studied the responses of conical and V-shaped laminar premixed flames to the incident small velocity perturbations. They further considered the convective effects of the velocity forcing and found that the V-flames are more susceptible to combustion instabilities than conical flames. In a similar way, some studies modeled the premixed flame response to equivalence ratio perturbations by taking into consideration the influences of equivalence ratio on flame propagation speed and heat of the reaction. 13, 14 Shin and Lieuwen 15 analyzed the contributions of kinematic restoration and flame stretch upon the smoothing out of the flame wrinkles. Turbulent fluctuations also provide a mechanism for destruction of coherent flame surface wrinkling. 16 By accounting for these flame response models as combustion sources, the analysis of nonlinear effects of the thermoacoustic systems, typically ducted flames, can also be carried out effectively.
17,18

Pitsch
19 developed a consistent G-equation formulation for large-eddy simulation (LES) of premixed turbulent combustion, in which a filtered propagation term including the subfilter turbulent burning velocity and the flame front curvature was provided. Birbaud et al. 20 used an LES solver to examine the response of premixed V-flame to equivalence ratio perturbations. Schlimpert et al. 21, 22 studied the two-way interaction of the harmonically excited premixed conical flames by solving the Navier-Stokes equations together with the G-equation progress variable modeling approach. Detailed simulation results were compared to reducedorder model analysis to investigate contributions of the gas expansion and the vortices on the flame wrinkles. The nonlinear characters introduced at the flame base, the location of flame pocket separation, and the annihilation process at the flame tip were able to be captured.
The premixed combustion system is naturally complicated since the heat release, acoustic pressure, and the hydrodynamic instabilities are coupled together to influence the flame dynamics. This paper focuses on the effect of harmonic velocity forcing on the interaction between vortex shedding and flame dynamics, and aims to develop a fast, computationally inexpensive approach for this problem. The kinematic G-equation is used to track the flame front movement of a ducted, bluff body stabilized, premixed V-flame. A two-dimensional discrete vortex method 23 based on the potential flow theory and the conformal mapping transformation is used in this paper to simulate the vortex generation, shedding, and movement after the bluff body. The vortex structures then induce unsteadiness in the location of the flame front and the consequent heat release. The simulation method used in this paper cannot account for all of the factors of the premixed flame instabilities, but it requires less computational effort and can be easily applied to various geometries. It is shown to be capable of capturing the main features of the vortex structures and flame dynamics submitted to harmonic velocity forcings.
The computational methods are introduced in detail in the next section. Then the vortex dynamics and flame response to harmonic velocity forcing are analyzed, and the influences of different forcing frequencies and amplitudes, the Reynolds number, and the bluff body geometry are examined, respectively.
Methods
Flame dynamics model
This study focuses on premixed flames subjected to harmonic velocity perturbations at a fixed equivalence ratio. It is assumed that the perturbation wavelength is large compared to the flame thickness and that the flame diffusion time is short compared to the forcing period. Therefore, the flame is treated as an infinitely thin front which is tracked by solving the kinematic Gequation. Temperature jump and gas expansion across the flame are also ignored. This idealized representation cannot account for the complexity of real flames, but it retains the main features of the flame response to harmonic velocity perturbations. 16 The domain is described by a level set G, with G ¼ 0 for the flame front, G < 0 for the unburnt, and G > 0 for the burnt region, as shown in Figure 1 for an enclosed duct with a simple rectangular bluff body. The flame front is convected by the velocity field u and the transport equation of the flame front is
where S u denotes the flame propagation speed. For a two-dimensional flow u ¼ ðu, vÞ, the G-equation is written as
To include the effect of flame curvature, the flame propagation speed S u for the laminar flame is expressed as
where S L,0 is the planar laminar flame speed and ¼ Àr Á n is the flame front curvature. Coefficient M a is the Markstein length, which is of the order of the flame thickness f . This formula has been used in previous theoretical approaches to model the influence of flame stretch. 21, 25 For turbulent flames, the flame propagation speed is modeled by
whereb is a coefficient, L f is the flame length, and u 0 is the turbulent velocity fluctuation.
In this study, the velocity field for numerically solving the G-equation is obtained from a twodimensional discrete vortex method, which will be elaborated. A robust numerical scheme is needed here to accurately capture the cusps and discontinuous derivative of the distorted flame front. A fifth-order Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) scheme 27 for the spatial derivatives and a third-order TVD RungeKutta method 28 for the time marching are used. The solution domain is calculated using a uniform grid. The initial G-field is set as the signed distance from the assumed stable flame position, where the mean inflow velocity " v and the flame speed S L,0 balance to form an angle . The flame is assumed to be anchored at the bluff body corners by specifying zero velocity at the bluff body wall so that the G-field here does not convect. The local level set and re-initialization method by Peng et al. 29 is also applied here to refine the G-field to a signed distance function rG j j ¼ 1 after each time step.
The instantaneous heat release of the entire flame surface is evaluated by an integration
where h R is the heat of reaction. Since only velocity oscillations are present and the equivalence ratio oscillations are neglected, the flame speed and heat of reaction oscillations are not considered in the flame transfer function analysis. The nonlinear effect caused by flame curvature 21 is also assumed insignificant 30 as the forcing frequency in this paper is comparably low ( 100 Hz). Thus, the heat-release oscillation is assumed proportional to the flame surface area fluctuation,
The flame transfer function in frequency domain can then be described as the ratio of the Fourier transform of the output of the system to the Fourier transform of its input, which in our case represents the relationship between the flame heat release fluctuation and the inlet harmonic velocity forcing 
Discrete vortex method
The discrete vortex method has been successfully applied in previous studies to simulate the vortex dynamics and flow fields in bluff body flows. 31, 32 In the current model, we assume that the vortex generation only occurs at the bluff body corners and the vortex excitation and damping by the flame itself 33, 34 are neglected. The vortex sheets behind the bluff body are discretized into small vortex elements and the flow field can then be solved by tracing the motions of all the vortex elements using the Lagrangian method. The discrete vortex method mainly includes the vortex element generation, vortex motion, and vorticity dissipation. The conformal mapping method is also applied here so that the bluff body burners with complex geometries can be calculated conveniently.
Conformal mapping.
For two-dimensional ideal incompressible flows, the flow field can be solved from the superposition of the complex potentials caused by the vortex elements and line sources. The bluff body structure in Figure 2 (a) can be conformally projected into a standard semi-infinite plane, as has been proved by the Riemann mapping theorem. The Schwartz-Christoffel mapping method 35 is used in this Figure 1 . Schematic of the G-equation flame model.
paper and the mapping formula for the semi-infinite plane is
where K m and C m are coefficients, and j are the angles of the polygon vertices in radians. Equation (7) projects a point ¼ þ i in the standard semi-infinite plane into a point z ¼ x þ iy in the physical plane. The mapping from the physical plane to the standard plane can also be achieved by using the inverse transform of the SchwartzChristoffel mapping formula. The boundaries of the polygon with vertices z 1 , . . . ,z 7 are mapped into the real axis of the semi-infinite plane with corresponding points 1 , . . . , 7 , as shown in Figure 2 . The calculations of the complex potentials in the standard semi-infinite mapping plane are much easier compared with that in the complicated polygon structure in the physical plane. Although the bluff body structure shown in Figure 2 (a) is simple, the conformal mapping method can be easily applied to complex structures with several air/fuel channels, with different bluff body shapes, or with cross-section expansions.
Vortex elements generation.
At each calculation time step, a vortex element generates at the bluff body corner and is then introduced into the flow field. The vortex elements and the inflow from the two ducts are treated as line vortices and sources. Then there exists a complex potential in both the physical and mapping plane 23 FðzÞ
where À v,k and v,k are the circulation intensities and positions of the M existing vortex elements.
Ã v,k is the complex conjugate of vortex element v,k in the semiinfinite plane, as sketched in Figure 2(b) . The superposed complex potential by Ã v,k and its image v,k causes only tangential velocity at the real axis of the semi-infinite plane, which is then conformally mapped back to the walls in the physical plane. Hence the boundaries on the bluff body and side walls are treated as slip conditions. The whole field is driven by the inflows from the two ducts, which are concentrated and mapped into point 3 and 7 on the real axis of the semi-infinite plane. _ V s,k ¼ U e ðb À aÞ in equation (8) denotes the strength of the concentrated line source, where U e is the inflow velocity at infinity. The velocity at physical point z can then be obtained from the complex potential
The circulation intensity of the newly generated vortex element is given by the Kutta condition. 36 The velocity at the bluff corner point should be finite, but the dz=d in equation (9) is zero at the corner. The limit of the denominator in equation (9) should also be zero
where c denotes the corner points 1 and 2 , and n denotes the position of the newly generated vortex element after one-time step, as sketched in Figure 2 
ð Þ is the complex potential of the existing vortex elements and line sources. The above Kutta condition gives the circulation of the newly generated vortex element from the bluff body corner as a function of n
The newly generated vortex element is convected with the constant circulation À n and the position of vortex element after one-time step is given by the Brown-Michael equation
Substituting equation (11) into equation (12) gives the velocity by which the newly generated vortex element is convected
2.2.3 Vortex motion. According to equation (9), the velocity of the free vortex element z v,k is determined by the local velocity calculated by the superposed complex potential by all the other vortex elements, line sources, and its own image
Note that the complex potential of the vortex element z v,k itself is subtracted in this equation. Taking Taylor series
into equation (14) gives the velocity of the kth free vortex element at physical position z v,k with circulation
The velocity of the free vortex element in the conformal plane can be obtained from the mapping relationship
The position of the vortex element at the next time step is calculated from the linear two-step method
where subscript j denotes the time-step number.
Vorticity dissipation.
After their generation from the bluff body, the free vortex elements are continuously influenced by the vortex stretching, viscous diffusion, fluid dilatation, and the baroclinic effect, leading to dissipation of the vorticity. The existence of high-temperature flames will increase the viscosity and accelerate the vorticity dissipation. In this study, the vorticity dissipation was simulated by a convenient decay model describing the circulation of the free vortex element
where À is the circulation intensity of the vortex element, D is the characteristic length, and K is a fixed value of 1:5 Â 10 À2 . Kiya et al. 38 used this model in the simulation of the turbulent separation bubble, and the results agreed well with experiments.
This model assumes that the circulation intensity and lifetime of the free vortex is influenced only by the viscous dissipation. The high-temperature flame takes effect by influencing the kinematic viscosity in equation (19) , neglecting the baroclinic effect and gas expansion. After each time step, the flame front is captured by solving G-equation, then the kinematic viscosity is set 1:54 Â 10 À5 m 2 =s in the unburnt and to 3:86 Â 10 À4 m 2 =s in the burnt region. 39 The vortex element is removed from the domain after the circulation intensity decays to 1% of its initial value, so the total number of vortex elements will not become too large and the calculation burden is significantly reduced. Although this model is an approximation, it still exhibits the main characteristics of the vorticity dissipation.
Validation.
A triangular bluff body flow field is simulated to verify the effectiveness of the discrete vortex method. The flow configuration is the same as in the two-dimensional cold flow experiment of Sjunnesson et al. 40 Two cases with different Reynolds numbers are simulated with the conditions listed in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the positions of the vortex elements within one vortex shedding cycle for case 1, from which the periodically shedding Karman vortex street can be observed. The vortex elements denoted by Figure 4 shows the comparison of the time averaged u velocity at different cross sections for case 1. A recirculation zone exists near the bluff body and it diminishes in the downstream far from the bluff body. Table 1 summarizes the results of experiments and simulations for cases 1 and 2. The recirculation zone length L r is the x coordinate of the point on the central axis where the streamwise velocity is zero. u 10D =u ÀD describes the mean streamwise velocity across the section 10 times diameter downstream the bluff body divided by the inlet velocity upstream, which is used to verify the conservation of mass. The shedding frequency of the Karman vortex street and corresponding Strouhal number are also examined. The simulated and experimental results agree very well which shows that the discrete vortex method can effectively simulate vortex shedding and motion in bluff body flows.
Result
Vortex and flame dynamics without forcing
By combining the kinematic G-equation with the discrete vortex method, the vortex and flame interactions of the premixed ducted V-flames are simulated. The geometry has been sketched in Figure 1 Figure 5 shows the flame front and the positions of the discrete vortex elements at different times, in which the red line describes the flame front corresponding to G ¼ 0 contour. It is seen that the vortex elements dissipate quickly after generated from the corners due to the high viscosity caused by the flame. The two unsteady vortex bands interact with each other at about 2 a behind the bluff body, which then results in the periodical shaking vortex bands in the wake. However, due to the fast vorticity dissipation, the vortex elements cannot accumulate to form the separated ''kicked'' Karman vortex street as that in the cold flow case. It can be seen that the flame fronts right after the bluff body are drawn by the unsteady vortex bands to become closer, as shown in Figure 5 . The consequential flame wrinkles are then convected downstream while becoming smoothed out due to the flame stretch effect. Figure 6 shows the variations of the velocity components at the monitoring point x ¼ 12 mm, y ¼ 18 mm. The u and v velocities fluctuate with time although there is no harmonic forcing on inflow velocity. With a sampling frequency of 6400 Hz and sampling time length of 1.6 s, the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) analyses of the velocity signals are carried out after the Hann window is applied to the data without overlap. The FFT result in Figure 6 (c) shows a main frequency of 72.78 Hz, which represents the frequency of the unsteady interactions between the two vortex bands. The flow instability caused by the unsteady vortex band interactions in turn influences the vortex generation at the bluff body corners. The circulation intensities of the vortex elements newly generated from the left and right corners are traces with time, as shown in Figure 7 (a). The circulation intensities of the vortices from the two corners are opposite in sign, both showing small amplitude fluctuations. They are also nearly opposite in phase, which reflects the effect of the unsteady vortex bands interactions. The FFT analysis of the circulation intensities in Figure 7 (b) also reveals a main frequency of 72.78 Hz.
Effects of harmonic velocity forcing
In this section, the vortex dynamics and flame response to harmonic velocity forcing are investigated. The influences of Reynolds number and bluff body geometry are also examined. The simulation conditions are listed in Table 2 . The sinusoidal velocity forcing is introduced to the inflow velocity U e and the frequencies of the harmonic forcings range from 5 Hz to 100 Hz. The calculation time lasts for at least 30 forcing cycles and at least 1.8 s for each case. The entire 80 cases cost 76 h to finish by MATLAB 2014a on a Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise with two Intel Xeon E5620 Processors. This shows that the method used in this calculation requires much lower computational resources than those required for conventional CFDbased methods.
For the rectangular bluff body anchored flames, the effects of harmonic velocity forcing with different frequencies and amplitudes are investigated. When the forcing amplitude v 0 is 0.1 times of the mean inflow velocity " v, Figure 8 (a) shows the flame front and vortex element positions at different phases in one forcing cycle of 10 Hz and the results for 100 Hz is shown in Figure 8(b) . The curves in the small windows denote the phases of the harmonic forcing at 0 , 90 , 180 and 270 , respectively. For the forcing frequency of 10 Hz, it is seen that the flame front moves up and down periodically due to the periodically changing flow field. The flow field becomes unsteady as shown by the variations of the u and v velocity components in Figure 9 (a) and (b). The streamwise velocity v fluctuates with a larger amplitude than the transverse velocity u, since the harmonic forcing is axially introduced to the inflow velocity. FFT results of the velocities reveal a main frequency of 10 Hz, which means that the harmonic velocity forcing dominates the instability in the forced flow field. The frequency of 73 Hz, which is the vortex-shedding frequency without external forcing, is also observed in Figure 6 (c). In this case, the harmonic forcing and the unsteady vortex band interactions make nearly the same contribution to the transverse velocity u variations as seen from Figure 9 (a) and (c). Although the streamwise velocity v dominates the flame front convection, the fluctuations of transverse velocity u can introduce asymmetry into the flow field and lead to flame front wrinkles. At same time, the unsteady flow field significantly influences the vortex generation at the bluff body corners, leading to the periodic fluctuations of the circulation intensities of the newly generated vortex elements, as shown in Figure 10(a) . The frequency domain analysis in Figure 10 (b) also reveals the main frequency of 10 Hz and the vortex shedding frequency of 73 Hz.
For the case with harmonic forcing of relatively high frequency, 100 Hz, the flame response shows some different features as in Figure 8(b) . The two vortex bands interact with each other at a shorter distance after the bluff body. The flame front shows more wrinkles, but the flame ends at the side walls do not oscillate up and down significantly as has been observed for lowfrequency forcing case. The convective wavelength along the flame front can be estimated by ¼ ð " v cos Þ=f. For the low-frequency 10 Hz, the average flame front length L f corresponds to about 0:38, which means that the instabilities at the bluff body corners need 0.38 forcing cycle to reach the ends of the flame on the side walls. Since the flame is fixed at the bluff body, the flame ends at the side walls oscillate up and down significantly under the 10 Hz forcing. However, the wavelength is smaller for the higher frequency 100 Hz. The average flame front length L f corresponds to about 3:8, which means that there are several waves along the flame front, resulting in the more flame wrinkles but with smaller oscillating amplitude.
Then the amplitude of the velocity forcing is increased to 0.4 times of the mean inflow velocity. Figure 11 (a) for 10 Hz forcing shows that the flame front position oscillates more significantly compared with that in Figure 8(a) . The velocity forcing also causes the instability of vortex dynamics. The vortex bands after the bluff body are very short at 0 phase of forcing in the first picture. And then the increased streamwise velocity at 90 and 180 forcing phases convect the vortices rapidly downstream, resulting in the longer vortex bands. Then the decrease of the streamwise velocity at 270 forcing phase causes the flame front to move back, and in the same time suppresses the vortex generation at the bluff body as can be seen from the smaller circulation intensities of the newly generated vortex elements. The FFT results of the velocity fluctuations is shown in Figure 12 . It can be seen that the harmonics near the natural vortex shedding frequency 73 Hz are more dispersive and stronger than that for the low forcing amplitude, which is due to the highly unsteady vortex structures under the higher forcing amplitude. Figure 11(b) shows the result for a higher forcing frequency 100 Hz. The large amplitude disturbed and rapidly varying velocity field near the bluff body makes the vortex elements to accumulate near the bluff body, and the intense interaction of the two vortex bands results in the periodical shedding of the large-scale vortex structures, which finally forms the Karman vortex street. The unsteady vortex structures also make the flame front to be more wrinkled as can be obviously observed from Figure 11(b) .
By integrating along the flame front surface, the variations of the flame heat release are obtained, as shown in Figure 13 . The velocity fluctuation v 0 ðtÞ at upstream location y ¼ À2a is chosen as reference velocity to evaluate the flame transfer function through equation (6) . It is seen that the amplitude of heatrelease fluctuation q 0 ðtÞ= " q for 10 Hz velocity forcing is close to 0.1, while for 100 Hz case the heat-release fluctuation amplitude is smaller. Phase difference exists between the harmonic velocity forcing and the heat release response. Figure 14 shows the gain and phase difference of the flame transfer functions for different harmonic forcing amplitudes. The abscissa is a nondimensional frequency defined by ! Ã ¼ ð2faÞ= ðS L,0 cos Þ. The gain decreases while showing some secondary humps as the non-dimensional frequency increases. The phase difference of forcing amplitude 0:1 " v linearly increases with the non-dimensional frequency ! Ã . While for higher forcing amplitude 0:4 " v, the gain of the flame transfer function is slightly larger than that for the 0:1 " v forcing amplitude, and the phase difference is smaller when the non-dimensional frequency ! Ã exceeds about 15. For higher Reynolds number of 4000, the flame responses and vortex motion of different harmonic forcing frequencies are simulated. Figure 15(a) shows the results for f ¼ 10 Hz with the forcing amplitude of 0:1 " v, " v ¼ 5 m/s. The high-speed flow results in an obvious recirculation zone near the bluff body, and the vortex bands at the two sides interact with each other at the top of the recirculation zone. The vorticity field is much stronger and unordered than that in lower Reynolds number case. This is partly due to the larger circulation intensities of the newly generated vortex elements as plotted in Figure 16(a) . A prior analysis without harmonic velocity forcing also shows that the frequency of the unsteady vortex bands interaction is 124 Hz. The dominate frequency of 10 Hz harmonic forcing and a smaller apex at 124 Hz are captured in the FFT analysis of the circulation intensity of the new vortices in Figure 16 (b). The 124 Hz vortex structure instability is not so evident due to the existence of high-frequency instabilities in the turbulent flow. The high-velocity flow field transports the vortex elements with large circulation intensities further downstream, which forms the long vortex structures in Figure  15 (a). Figure 15(b) shows the results for a higher forcing frequency f ¼ 100 Hz. In this case, the vortices can be convected downstream for a very short distance in one forcing cycle, which leads to the smaller amplitude of the vortex band oscillations. Since the turbulent flame propagation speed S u,T used is about three times larger than the laminar flame speed, the flame fronts shown in Figure 15 are much shorter than that for Re ¼ 2000 laminar case. The unsteady vortex structures also generate flame wrinkles near flame base, which are then smoothed out while convected downstream due to curvature effects. The bluff body is changed into an equilateral triangle with the same width of the previous rectangular bluff body, to investigate the influence of the bluff body geometry. The Reynolds number is 2000 and the amplitude of the harmonic velocity forcing is 0:1 " v. Figure 17 is the flame response and vortex motion in one forcing cycle of 10 Hz. The circulation intensities of vortex elements generated from the corner are larger than that for the rectangular bluff body, revealing the effect of the sharper corners of the triangle bluff body. The two vortex bands interact with each other at a further place compared with that for rectangular bluff body in Figure 8 . The vortex structures are more unsteady and thus results in the larger amplitude of the flame wrinkles near the flame base, which are then convected downstream to influence the flame dynamics. The flame transfer functions between the triangular and rectangular bluff body stabilized flames are compared in Figure 18 under the same harmonic velocity forcing. The gain of the flame transfer function for the triangle case is larger than that for the rectangular case over the whole frequency range. This shows that the large-scale vortex instabilities play a vital role in the flame front wrinkling. Another reason responsible for this difference may be that the different bluff body angles can influence the flow direction near the corners and thus affect the flame front incline, which is related with the average heat release " q.
Conclusions
A fast, computationally inexpensive method was developed to simulate the vortex motion and flame dynamics of bluff body stabilized flames. The kinematic G-equation was numerically solved to track the flame front. The velocity field calculated from the two-dimensional discrete vortex method. The vortex dynamics and flame responses to different harmonic velocity forcing and the influences of the Reynolds number and bluff body geometry were analyzed. The main findings can be summarized as follows:
1. The two-dimensional discrete vortex method used in this study requires less computational efforts than conventional CFD method, and can be easily applied to complicated geometries with the help of conformal mapping. The method is validated by comparing the vortex structure, shedding frequency, and flow field with the experimental results of a cold case for bluff body flow. 
